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This is what we have set out for the next two weeks of home learning, although please 

remember to have a break over half term (25th May-1st June): 

Reading 

 We would like you to create a detailed book review for a book that you have read 

whilst in Lockdown. Write this with a friend in mind – would you recommend it? 

Or, look on seesaw as there is a book recommendation activity on there. 

 There are 2 more reading activities in this booklet. 

 Keep up your reading (once a day). As many of you have enjoyed the book bingo, we 

have included another honeycomb of ideas for you to do with your reading – have 

fun!  

Writing 

 There is one creative writing piece in here, as usual, where you can let your 

imagination go wild. Remember to re-read your writing and check for 

spelling/grammar/punctuation errors and then correct. 

 Performance Poetry: This is a chance to have a play around with language. 

There are some tasks in the booklet linked to poetry, leading towards to 

creating and performing your poem. We can’t wait to see them! 

 There are also a few grammar tasks in here linked to adverbials 

Spelling 

 Keep working through your spelling list of those you need to practise. We have added 

the ideas in here again, in case you have misplaced the others, to remind of you a 

variety of ways that you can learn your spellings.  

Maths – activities are attached  

The activities in this booklet are consolidation tasks linked to previous learning. 

 Converting units of measure 

 Fractions 

It may help to look back at the booklets that you have already done to help you if you get 

stuck. There will be teaching points there to help.  

We have included a few top tips to help you along the way. 

Science 

 Learn about the factors that cause species to become extinct 

 Comparing life cycles of different animals 
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Topic (Geography) 

 Think about the key aspects of your chosen biome: Create a 

poster that demonstrates the key equipment needed for an 

expedition to the biome that you previously researched. 

Think about what you would need to take with you; take 

into consideration the climate and food available (grown). 

Draw and explain each chosen item. Remember – you’d 

have to carry it! 

Art 

 After learning about the work of Andy Goldsworthy (See previous booklet), you were 

tasked to create your own nature artwork. If you haven’t done this yet, give this a go 

and send your pictures in via email or upload them to Seesaw. 

 If you have already done this, try and draw your piece of nature art (you may want 

to make another one), making careful observations about shape and shade. Look 

carefully at where the light is coming from. 

PE 

 Staying active is key for our physical and mental health at the moment.  

 If you’re not doing PE with Joe Wicks – give this a go. It’s a great way to get you out 

of bed in the morning! 

 Also, you could try BBC Bitesize – they have daily PE sessions on there too. 

PSHE 

 We are all probably aware that trees are vital for us on this planet by producing 

oxygen and supporting life systems but trees are so much more than just the air that 

we breathe. Did you know that trees talk to each other? They live in communities and 

they help each other when they get sick. Trees can teach us so much! So here is the 

question to consider this time:  

Why are trees so important? 

 See the Y5 page for the link to more resources on this. 

 

Keep up the good work folks and keep smiling!   

Remember, if you would like to show your teacher the 

fab work you have been producing or you would like help 

with anything – just give us an email. A reminder of 

these is on our letter on the Year5 home page.  
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As well as this booklet, there are activities that can be completed online too. Here is a reminder 

of what is available: 

We are setting maths activities on MyMaths. These 

are differentiated so this is a great place to revise 

and practise learning at your level (where possible). 

There are great lesson videos on here with tasks to 

support your learning. Once you have completed your 

tasks, your teacher can see you score. To fins 

comments from your teacher, go back to the tasks 

you have done and you will be able to view comments 

made. 

Active learn is a new online learning platform 

that we are trialling. On here, you will find 

books that your teacher has set you to read, 

along with some spelling and grammar tasks 

too. These are fun, interactive game style tasks 

which are a good recap for your learning too! 

The books are especially great as they are free 

eBooks that have questions throughout (click on 

the bugs) where you can test your 

understanding of what you have read. Make 

sure you answer all of the questions so your 

teacher can see that you have ‘completed’ the 

book – then we can set you another. 

Seesaw is another new platform that we are trying 

out. Here you can see the activities that we have 

posted for you to do. There are a couple on there to 

get going with, linked to our previous learning or the 

learning in this booklet.  

On here you can ‘Add a response’ and we can then 

see your hard work once you’ve saved it. You can 

comment on your work using the microphone and we 

can give you feedback, either written on verbal too.  

Plus your old favourites:  
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Reading comprehension 1: Spirit by Sally Christie 
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Reading comprehension 2: Throwing a tree 
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Creative writing 

Using this image, create a short story, newspaper 

article or poster and then share it with someone at 

home. You could also upload this to Seesaw for all 

to see. 

Remember these things in your writing:  

 Check for Capital letters and punctuation 

 Check your grammar - does it make sense? 

 Check your spellings 

 Can you improve it – using more exciting 

vocabulary or add any details? 
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Writing: Performance Poetry 

Over the next two weeks, we would like you to work on writing a piece of poetry. Once you have 

written your poem, we would like you to perform it, using volume and intonation and it would be 

great to see you using some actions too. You can upload these onto Seesaw if you wish for 

everybody to see it, or email it to your teacher so they can see you artistry.  

Have a look on the Year 5 home learning page, there are lots of links to great examples of poets 

reading spoken word poems and taking part in slam poetry battles. 

Writing 1: Informal language 

Read and listen to the poem by Wilf ‘What Do’ya Want to be?’ – see Yr 5 home learning 

page. 

Look at the informal language that has been used, for example do’ya is short for do you. It 

is written as though it is being spoken in an informal way.  

Notice that in order to shorten the phrase, an apostrophe has been used to create a 

contraction. This often makes it quicker to say and can help the rhythm of the poem when 

read aloud.  

Sometimes contractions are used in question tags at the end of a sentence. A question tag is 

something that is added to a statement to turn it into a question. 

For example:  You want to be a teacher, don’t you? 

Read through the poem and write down all of the examples you can find of contractions. 

Consider where they are used and what impact they have. Then write what it would be if 

written formally. 

E.g. wanna – want to 
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Writing 3: Informal language - colloquialisms 

Another example of informal language are colloquialisms. This is a linguistic style used in casual 

conversation and is sometimes used in spoken word poetry.  

Have a look at the table and see if you can figure out what these mean. You may have to ask 

for help with these. Can you spot any of these in Wilf’s poem? 
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Writing 4: Imitation phase 

This is your first chance to write some poetry in this style. 

Now that have become quite familiar with Wilf’s poem ‘What do’ya want to be?, we would like 

you to write your own verse for this poem using your ideas and thoughts. 

Think: What do I want to be? Jot down some ideas, using the diagram below, and then use 

these to create a verse that could be added to the poem. 

Things to include/consider: 

 Your verse needs to follow the same style as Wilf’s 

 The lines do not need to be the same length 

 One line does not need to make sense on it’s own – it can carry over to the next line 

 Include some contractions  

 Aim to get rhymes or near rhymes at the ends of your lines (create a rhyming pattern) 

 Try and add in a question tag 

 Could you add a colloquialism? 
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Writing 5: Performing poetry 

A poetry slam is a poetry performance that can be competitive. It was invented by a poet 

from Chicago, USA called Marc Smith, in 1984. He wanted to invent a way of performing 

poetry that was different to the traditional poetry scene. 

Here is your first chance to try and perform some poetry. 

If you haven’t already, check out the links on the Year5 Home Learning page and 

watch/listen to how these people are performing their poetry.  

Below are two poems that you can practise reading (or find another that you would like to 

use). Perhaps, you could arrange a battle with someone at home (read one each) then get 

someone to score you both. 

Consider these things when performing: 

 Make eye contact with your audience 

 Use a good level of volume so that you can be heard clearly 

 Use intonation and tone in your voice 

 Use pauses affectively  

 Use the rhyming to help your expression  

FEEDING TIME AT THE ALPHABET ZOO 

We fed the animals 

One at a time 

Some of them ate meat 

Some of them ate slime 

Anchovies for the alligators 

Bananas for the bear 

Cucumbers for the crocodiles 

Donuts for the Deer 

Eggs for the elephant 

Fruit for the flamingos 

Grapes for the giraffe 

Happy Meal for the Hippo 

I fed the animals 

Jays, Kangaroos and Leopards 

Monkeys, Natterjack & Octopus 

Parrots, Queen Bees, Rhinos 

Snakes, Tigers, U ate all my food you pesky 

animals! 

Oh look... there's a zebra! 

 

THE HUNT 

As the whistle blows, the game begins 

foxes run for their lives 

dogs pant 

horses gallop 

guns fire 

The hunt is on! 

Speed increases 

Adrenaline pumps 

Pressure unbearable 

The fun of the hunt! 

The fox darts down a hole 

Fierce dogs and bleeding gums 

Dance around the open fields 

Dead and down 

Dead and down 
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Writing 6: Innovation phase 

Now that you have read and heard many other examples of performance poetry, it’s time to 

write your own! 

Begin by planning your poem. Think of a subject for your poem. Write it, or draw a 

picture in the middle of a page and write around it as many ideas that you can think of. 

Use a coloured pen to write down possible rhyming words.  

For example: 

 

 

 

 

 

Once you have jotted down some ideas, and thought of some possible rhyming 

words/phrases, it’s time to put these into a poem. 

Words from a poet: 'I wrote down all these thoughts, one under the other in short lines, and 

this became the bare bones of my poem about the moon. When you do this, you may find you 

have just one or two phrases or simple sentences and that these are enough to form a short 

poem. But you may find you have five, six or seven, or even up to twenty lines or phrases, 

each idea leading on to the next.' 

 

Video for inspiration: BBC Bitesize - Poetry workshop: The 2 sides of me.  

Don’t be deterred by the fact that it says KS3, it is a really good video that could help with 

your writing. 

Bellowing clouds  

Burning, flowing lava 

running wild 

Eruption/disruption 

A rupture in the Earth’s core core/more 

Rocks hurtling 

through the air 

Writing 5: Performing poetry 

Now that you have written your poem - make sure you have checked it for spelling and to see if 

you can make any improvements – it is time to perform. 

Remember the things to consider when performing; perhaps you got some feedback in your practise 

poetry slam battle that you could use. Practise performing your poem and when you are happy, 

ask someone to record you and email it or upload it to Seesaw. We cannot wait to see them! 
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Grammar 1: Adverbials 

Adverbs give us more information about: Verbs (action or doing words/to show states of being); 

adjectives (describing words); other adverbs and whole clauses. 

We can also use phrases rather than single adverbs to modify clauses. These are called adverbial 

phrases. Adverbial phrases do not usually contain a verb. 
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Top Tip: Before 

comparing, 

convert them to 

the same unit 

of measure. 
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Top Tip: Before 

ordering, make 

all of the 

denominators 

the same. 
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Top Tip: Find 

1/4 (÷ 4) and 

then times that 

by 3 to get 3/4.  

Top Tip: Look back at 

previous booklet to see 

how to convert mixed 

numbers/improper 

fractions.  
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Science 1: Why do species become extinct? 

Extinct: describes a species that no longer exists – they have no living members.  

Watch: ‘Why do animals go extinct: Colossal Questions’ on YouTube. 

Also, there is some more information about this on the Ducksters website. 

Did you know, chimpanzees are nearing extinction in many countries due to deforestation and 

other reasons? Now that you have found out some information about why animals become 

extinct, we would like you to learn about the work of Jane Goodall.  

‘Dr. Jane Goodall went into the forest to study the remarkable lives of chimpanzees—and she 

came out of the forest to save them. When she discovered that the survival of their species was 

threatened by habitat destruction and illegal trafficking, she developed a breakthrough 

approach to species conservation that improves the lives of people, animals and the 

environment by honoring their connectedness to each other. In 1977, she founded the Jane 

Goodall Institute to ensure that her vision and life’s work continue to mobilize the collective 

power of individual action to save the natural world we all share.’ 

Have a look at her website and learn about who she is,                                        
what she does and how we could help.  

https://www.janegoodall.org/ 

Now that you are familiar with her work,                                                     
here’s what you can do to help: 

We would like you to create an advert or a poster to explain what the Institute does (linked to 

chimpanzees) and to encourage people to donate money towards the cause.   

In order for your poster to be effective you will need to include some persuasive techniques: 

 Modal verbs (must, should, could) e.g. You could make a difference! 

 Emotional language (e.g. Imagine the impact that you could have on these harmless, 

innocent chimpanzees just by donating a small amount) 

 Rhetorical questions (e.g. What are you waiting for?) 

 A strong argument (Point Evidence Explain) 

You could upload your posters to Seesaw so that we can see your creations, or email them to 

your teacher. 

https://www.janegoodall.org/
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Science 2: Explore lifecycles of different animals 

Watch: ‘The Life Cycles of Different Animals’ on BBC Teach.  

‘Metamorphosis is a biological process by which an animal physically develops after birth or hatching, 

involving a visible and relatively abrupt change in the animal's body structure through cell growth and 

differentiation.’ 

We would like you to do some research into the life cycles of these amphibians and insects and fill in the 

missing information.  

Challenge: Can you make comparisons between the 3 life cycles, noticing similarities and differences? 

Once you have done your research, you could play a game with someone in your household (or a friend on 

zoom) where you name a part of a life cycle and see if they can guess which amphibian/insect you’re are 

talking about.  
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